How do we judge whether our profession is meeting its potential when, according to time honored definitions of health promotion, we consider health to be a byproduct of culture and we deem some aspects of culture to be prerequisites to health? If our profession falls short, is it because we are not doing enough to change the world? This editorial previews a new model for health promotion called "collective well-being." Collective well-being is less about how I cope with society to reach my potential and more about how we cocreate a society that enables us all to thrive. Some argue that cultural relativism means that we should not stand in judgment of cultures but can we do this without diminishing the prime role of culture in the pursuit of happiness or our innate desire to achieve optimal experience? A professional challenge for the health promotion field is to forge routes to an optimal life where personal goals and societal aspirations are one and the same.
If you grew up with a parent, you likely recall the exhortation that your job was to live up to your potential. In my case, having grown up with 2 parents who raised a family of 11 children, my encouragement to become all that I was meant to be was accompanied by this friendly but firm caveat from my dad, "And remember buddy, you're on your own after age 18." Getting going with my optimal life came with reminders, early and often, that my potential seeking was not some theoretical exercise. My parents' missive was clear: pursuit of happiness included getting ready for what the real world throws at you.
My recurrent writings in these pages about the need to increase the use of quality improvement principles in the health promotion profession are driven by a conviction that optimizing our potential as a profession is a continuous, unrelenting process. Optimizing means getting better and better results via systematic review, reflection, and evaluation. But I'm also a fan of Kaizen because at some point, we are full owners of our professional processes as we test improvements in our unique environments. We are schooled in health promotion theory and practices by generations before us, and we're setting the stage in best processes for those who will follow us. But when it comes to today's successes and failures, we are on our own with only ourselves to credit or blame.
Asking whether we are living up to our potential as a health promotion profession is a tautological question given it compels us to next ask how we define health promotion. What's more, it calls us to consider whether prior definitions remain relevant in our current day work. Contemporary health promotion is variously about improving health, wellness, well-being, happiness, engagement and about pursuing advancements in culture, gratitude, companionate love, and living a life on purpose. Asking about how we're doing as a profession also behooves us to consider whether the trending use of all of these terms reflect growing ambitions for our field or shifts in priorities in our field-or both? Halbert Dunn, who is regarded as the forefather of "wellness" was as paternalistic as my dad when he defined the term in 1959 as "an integrated method of functioning which is oriented toward maximizing the potential of which the individual is capable, within the environment where he is functioning." Notice how succinctly Dunn's definition places one's life potential within the context of the real world. Dunn's views on wellness are fully ambidextrous in his book "High Level Wellness" where he opines as much on the pull of culture as he does on the fanciful influence of lifestyles alongside the primacy of genes. 1 The framers of our professional raison d'etre placed our work in a busy intersection where striving toward our full potential includes swerving around a world barreling at us.
As much as a literal read of Dunn's definition of wellness would seem to relegate health promotion to the sidelines, he grounded his thinking and writing in the World Health Organization's (WHO) 1948 definition of health as a "state of complete physical, mental and social well-being and not merely the absence of disease or disability." 2 Proceedings from the "First International Conference on Health Promotion," in 1986 in Ottawa, Canada, show how Dunn's premise about a state of "functioning" was elevated to that of enabling achievement. Our environment didn't only mitigate health, it was something to be overcome and to alter to support our desires. Coined as the "Ottawa Charter," the WHO constitution defined health promotion as "the process of enabling people to increase control over, and to improve their health. To reach a state of complete physical, mental and social well-being, an individual or group must be able to identify and to realize aspirations, to satisfy needs, and to change or cope with the environment." potential includes swerving around a world barreling at us. They seemed to be saying, "Good luck getting across the intersection without guts and stamina" when they write, "Health is, therefore, seen as a resource for everyday life, not the objective of living. Health is a positive concept emphasizing social and personal resources, as well as physical capabilities." 4 Optimizers, meet health! But alas-chicken, meet egg. How do we judge whether our profession is meeting its potential when, by definition, we consider health to be a byproduct of culture and we deem aspects of culture to be prerequisites to health? If we fall short of our goals, is our culture to blame? And if our profession falls short, is it because we are not doing enough to change the world?
Cultural relativism is a commonly held view that holds that it is problematic to judge another culture than ours given our vantage point is usually that of an outsider. Nevertheless, another widely espoused view is that societies should, foundationally, be organized to enable the pursuit of happiness. Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi (pronounced me high-chick sent me high) in his book "Flow: The Psychology of Optimal Experience," argues that cultural relativism need not diminish the prime role of culture in the pursuit of happiness or what he describes as our innate desire to achieve optimal experience. His route to an optimal life follows a path where personal goals and societal aspirations are one and the same. "A starting point would be to say that one society is 'better' than another if a greater number of its people have access to experiences that are in line with their goals," wrote Csikszentmihalyi. He also notes that "a second essential criteria would specify that these experiences should lead to the growth of the self on an individual level, by allowing as many people as possible to develop increasingly complex skills."
5 Like Dunn, Csikszentmihalyi doesn't conflate health and happiness, rather, his conviction is that "flow," this psychological state of optimal performance, occurs when our challenges are in perfect synch with our capabilities. And, of course, health affects our capabilities in countless ways.
Optimizing Life and "Collective Well-Being"
In this issue of the American Journal of Health Promotion, Brita Roy, Carley Riley, Lindsay Sears, and Elizabeth Rula offer a tour de force exposition on the well-being literature and summarize seminal moments in the maturation of the field. This team of scholars codesigned a new definitional model for well-being through a process they described to me as "profoundly collaborative," with "shared expertise and perspectives inextricably imbedded in the model." Accordingly, I think of this group of authors as the "collective well-being team" and rather than single out any one author in this editorial I henceforth refer to them as "the CW team." The CW team highlights time-honored definitions of health and well-being to undergird their proposition that our field is positioned to embrace and advance a new framework they call "collective well-being." As you read their paper entitled "Collective wellbeing to improve population health outcomes: an actionable conceptual model and review of the literature," 6 I anticipate you will hear echoes from scholars past who strode smartly through the intersections of individual and social responsibility for health. There are many fresh ideas for your consideration in their paper, not the least of which is that collective well-being is a "property of a group of people."
Where definitions such as those I summarize here posit how individuals influence and are influenced by culture, the CW team commit to a fully blended model where individual and social forces conspire seamlessly together. Their paper reviews literature in support of their "domains of collective well-being: vitality, opportunity, connectedness, contribution, and inspiration." Well-being, per these constructs, seems to combine tenets of civic engagement with social justice and personal mastery.
Collective well-being is less about how I cope with society to reach my potential and more about how we co-create a society that enables us all to thrive.
Our inalienable rights in America are life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness, and the CW team joins a long line of health promotion professionals who gauge achieving our field's potential as nothing less than achieving well-being for all. Where American liberty and justice, especially lately, can carry a tenor of fierce independence where liberty is a buffer from the interference of others, "collective well-being" casts the pursuit of collective health and happiness as the ultimate team sport. Even the CW team's "inspiration domain," which is the most individually oriented within their model, could have a communitarian subtext. The CW team notes that "we include this novel domain of inspiration in our model because life-long learning, goal-striving, creativity, and intrinsic motivation are important drivers of personal fulfillment and achievementkey characteristics of high well-being."
The inspiration domain of collective well-being echoes the attributes of flow as Csikszentmihalyi often references sports and the arts as ready examples of our natural drive for optimal experience. As much as inspiration often comes from within, it is the rare artist or athlete who isn't also intent on performing their best for their collective fans, critics, and admirers. Similarly, if we are to answer whether we are achieving our potential as a profession, we should feel compelled to frame our answer not only according to how well our profession supports people in achieving their goals but also in light of how effective we are in influencing politics, policies, laws, and practices that impact the well-being of society-our collective pursuits.
Carrying on the Struggle
Framers of the Ottawa Charter were no less far-reaching than the CW team when they qualified their definition of health promotion, a boundless enabling profession in search of optimization, with the proposition that individual health improvement required a "secure foundation" and "fundamental conditions and resources." These "prerequisites for health" were "peace, shelter, education, food, income, a stable eco-system, sustainable resources, social justice, and equity." Csikszentmihalyi meet Maslow. CW team meet Halbert Dunn.
The CW team joins a rich tradition in our field by arguing for the case that individual and social responsibility for health are more than parallel lines with much in common but who never get to meet. Instead, "collective well-being" casts a group-level proposition that population health is tied to issues of equity, justice, truth, and goodness. This too has echoes that resonate with the ideas of long-standing leaders in our field. Elaine Auld, chief executive officer at the Society for Public Health Education, summarized our discipline as one that "embraces both qualitative and quantitative methods, community-based participatory research, health communication and social marketing principles, and policy and media advocacy to accomplish program objectives." Auld seems to qualify these as tactics under the rubric of an overriding strategy when she adds, "Health educators are stalwarts in the fight for social justice and believe that the health of a population should be a priority in any society." Health promotion is a young field when compared to disciplines like philosophy or physics and professions like medicine and law so defining success will call us to keep refining what health promotion is and, as importantly, the processes that most effectively get us there. To answer one of my queries above, I believe our discipline is in an era of both growing ambitions and shifting priorities. Our growing ambitions can be seen in our profession's efforts to better combine mental and emotional supports with physical health promotion. Today's health promotion profession is also shifting priorities and focusing more on building a better society. We have long held that an optimal life is more accessible for those with better health living in a society that, per the PRECEDE/PROCEED framework, enables and reinforces same. 8 But I think we are getting even more in tune with the inexorable connections between health and society. These community and personal forces are not like parallel lines that swerve in tandem but rather like the DNA helix, a twisted ladder that continuously intersects and spirals up or down as one. The CW team's "collective well-being" model calls for a full merger of societal and individual aspirations. Well-being is less about how I cope with society to reach my potential and more about how we cocreate a society that enables us all to thrive.
Perhaps given the politics of our time, we will arrive at a need for a disruption in our professional approach instead of our decidedly evidence-based, incremental approach to changing the world. Indeed, if there is a shared flaw in the well-being definitions reviewed here, it is our preoccupation with what well-being is versus the greater challenge of how to achieve same. 9 Dodge and colleagues in a paper focused on the difficulties of defining well-being offer a straight forward idea that "in essence, stable well-being is when individuals have the psychological, social and physical resources they need to meet a particular psychological, social or physical challenge." 10 The "Catch 22" feel of the idea notwithstanding, it offers a simple focus on an action-oriented definition that titrates solutions according to particular problems.
Another such problem solver, Madame de Stael was an outspoken "women of letters" whose political activism during the French Revolution made her something of an enemy of the state. In the late 1800s she wrote: "One must, in one's life, make a choice between boredom and suffering." 11 Borrowing from "flow" concepts, I take this to mean that when we achieve a state where our profession's challenges are matched by our capabilities, it behooves us to increase our challenges. I'm not concerned we'll be bored as a profession anytime soon. Madame de Stael was eventually forced into exile by Napoleon, something like losing one's security clearance. One test of our profession's progress in changing society should relate to whether we are habitually disliked by certain politicians and angry loner bloggers.
Much in society has improved since Dunn's writings from 1959 and since the sweeping vision of the 1986 Ottawa Charter. Still, a simple perusal of daily headlines shows us that we still have an arduous journey ahead to find peace, truth, and justice for all. Living up to our professional potential demands that we continuously improve our capacity to address today's polarized and disenfranchised electorate. I remain optimistic we are up to the task because of scholars, healers, and health promotion practitioners like Roy, Riley, Sears, and Rula. They exhort us to optimize our profession by embracing an ambition as grand as collective well-being.
